Press release

Liebherr Container Cranes to supply two new
STS to The Port of Liverpool


Two new STS for The Port of Liverpool



Five Liebherr STS already at the port.



Two existing Liebherr STS to move to Clydeport

Killarney (Ireland), March 2021 - Peel Ports Group has placed an order for two new Liebherr
ship to shore container cranes for their facility at the Port of Liverpool.
The Port of Liverpool is the UK’s most centrally located container port – and one of the
largest, busiest and most diverse docks in the UK. The port currently operates five Liebherr
STS with the first STS entering service in 1999.
The new STS cranes have an outreach and lift height of 40 m, a backreach of 18 m, a span
of 16.785 m and a Safe Working Load of 40 t under single lift spreader. The Liebherr crane
design utilises high tensile steel and a lattice boom and beam, resulting in a lighter crane
with reduced wheel loads, a key consideration due to the narrow span and quay structure at
The Port of Liverpool. The cranes will undergo trial assembly and testing of individual drives
before shipping, to allow for a rapid and straightforward commissioning, with the two cranes
ready for operation early in 2022. Simultaneous motions of all drives and mechanical antisway are among the standard Liebherr features included for a productive and efficient crane.
The two new cranes are replacements for two of the existing STS cranes, which will be
relocated to Peel Ports’ Greenock Ocean Terminal at Clydeport. The transfer of the cranes
from The Port of Liverpool will allow Clydeport to offer their customers improved services
from the relocated cranes due to the increase in safe working load and operational capability.
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Liebherr Container Cranes Ltd. Is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of ship to shore container cranes, railmounted gantry cranes and rubber tyre gantry cranes. From a base in Killarney, Ireland, Liebherr Container
Cranes Ltd designs, builds and exports container cranes worldwide. Founded in 1958 as the first Liebherr factory
outside of Germany, today, container cranes manufactured by Liebherr in Ireland are renowned for their quality,
longevity and productivity.

About the Liebherr Group
The Liebherr Group is a family-run technology company with a highly diversified product portfolio. The company is
not only one of the largest construction equipment manufacturers in the world, but also provides high quality and
user-oriented products and services in a wide range of other areas. The Liebherr Group includes over 140
companies across all continents, employs more than 48,000 staff and in 2019 achieved combined revenues of
over 11.7 billion euros. Since its foundation in 1949 in Kirchdorf an der Iller in Southern Germany, Liebherr has
been pursuing the goal of achieving continuous technological innovation, and bringing industry-leading solutions
to its customers.
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Marketing Manager
Telephone: +353 (0)64 6680459
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